The City of Phoenix is known for its hot
sun that has a prevalent light when rising
or setting, and it is here where nature has
a way of controlling the elements by using
the mountains, embankments, clouds,
and trees to provide shade and cooler
temperatures. Like nature, a Phoenix Trellis
brings sunlight control to any commercial
building to create the same effect,
the desired environment.
The Phoenix Trellis System by AWNEX is designed to be an Architectural Enhancement that is also a highly
functional sun screen. A Phoenix Trellis is built to be brand compliant, with a style that is consistent, and
a configuration that can be installed to any building on a national basis. At the heart of every Phoenix is
AWNEX’s Bolt-On™ methodology designed to simplify installation to the extent of opening a store sooner.
AWNEX has positioned its Phoenix, Seattle and Hollywood systems to be the standard Architectural Enhancement
platform for in-field additions that can be used with drop-in module panels, or with traditional exterior finishes
that can be installed by local general contractor talent. AWNEX products have been installed on more than
10,000 building projects that include: McDonald‘s, Starbucks, Thorntons, Hooters, Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Chick-Fil-A, Steak N’ Shake, Chipotle and PDQ to name a few.
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Phoenix Trellis Systems are infinitely flexible; Transforming from open
trellis, to louvered sun control, to total sun control.
Phoenix Provides:
• Transformable complete sun control; Opened, louvered or total
• Easily adjust to any building eliminating traditionally required field measures
• AWNEX Bolt-On™—installed by general contractor or AWNEX
• AMAA Certified Powder Coating, for your brand’s unique color

OPEN TRELLIS

Optional upgrades:
• Face Options—multiple widths, C channel, flat, curved, etc...
• With or without tiebacks
• Integrated LED lighting
How to Order:
Provide desired total length per span or wall, desired light control (Open, louvered, total),
lighting preference and RAL color.
Architects
Have a successful project by integrating Phoenix Trellis’s into modular panels or any type of
exterior wall finish; Providing sun light and rain control where desired in one consistent
system design. Phoenix Trellis's provide a uniform customer viewing front whether the trellis
is open, louvered or closed. Request your architectural specific drawings and blocking details
to use in your designs by emailing: Phoenix.drawings@awnexinc.com or download
directly from www.Awnexinc.com/phoenix

LOUVERED TRELLIS

CLOSED CANOPY

Brands & Developers
Phoenix provides a consistent look and feel across all functional applications and building types.
Standard modules streamline the order cycle while providing an attractive overall economic solution.
Request quotes for repeating national programs or one-offs by emailing your drawings to:
Phoenix.quote@awnexinc.com or download directly from www.Awnexinc.com/phoenix
Orders to ship in 2-4 weeks.
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